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Oregon State staff
seeking Fullerton

Candy, mister?

By Tim Goodman
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
concluded interviews yesterday for
the same post at Oregon State University.
Fullerton’s name was anonymously submitted to the search
committee at Oregon State during
its effort to find a successor to retiring president. Robert MacVicar.
Fullerton is one of six semifinalists from an estimated 100 nominees.
Milosh Popovich, chairman of
the search committee, said Oregon
State was interested in Fullerton because of her record at SJSU.
"The university was interested
in nominees who had an excellent
record of performance at other universities," Popovich said.
He added the nomination came
from the vice president of student
services at Oregon State. He said he
was unsure if someone at SJSU recommended Fullerton to the vice
president of student services.
According to Dan Buerger, executive assistant to Fullerton. the
nomination came as a surprise to
her, but she was pleased to be
among the finalists.
"She was nominated," he said.
"She didn’t seek the position. They
are interested in having her."
Wally Johnson, media director

1.ail Fullerton
Nominated for OSU job
at Oregon State. said Fullerton was
the first nominee to be interviewed
for the job. She arrived in Corvallis
Sunday for interviews Monday and
yesterday.
"Apparently she met the
guidelines established by the comm it tee:’ Johnson said.
He said Fullerton was interviewed by various members of the
Oregon State faculty. before she
went in to Portland last night to
meet with industry leaders in the
community.

Buerger wouldn’t say when Fullerton found out she was one of the
candidates, but said her selection
cast her and the university in good
light.
"This was a very special instance where they sought her out,"
he said. "She was very honored."
Ernie Lopez. community relations director at SJSU, echoed
Buerger’s comments and added that
Fullerton expressed pleasure in her
current position before leaving for
Corvallis.
"She’s very happy as president
of SJSU." he said.
Buerger said SJSU is not currently gearing for a possible replacement to Fullerton and said selecting a new president is a lengthy
process.
"That would take a great deal of
time This is just the initial phase,"
he said.
He acknowledged that when an
active executive of any university is
in the running for another job. "it
stirs up people" to the possibilty of a
position opening up.
J. Handel Evans, as SJSU’s executive vice president, is next in line
under Fullerton.
Johnson said the other five nominees will arrive today and the selection process after the interviews
would take from ten days to two
weeks.
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S.U. chairman expected
to draw A.S. fire on REC
By Jessica Paioff

ch

Fight-year old Steve Nohrden persuader
SJSU math senior Joe Swain to buy some
candy for a good cause. Young Nohrden
is part of the Bluebird Club, whose members are raising funds for a trip to Ills-

..pher J. Peterson

neyland in March. Nohrden’s parents,
Pat and Debbie, are students at SJSC.
and they spent their breaks between
classes
supervising
sales.

The debate over the proposed
Recreation and Events Center continues today when Jeff Coughlan,
chairman of the Student Union
Board of Directors, appears before
the Associated Students Board of Directors.
Coughlan will appear at the
board’s regularly scheduled meeting at 3 p.m. in response to a request
from A.S. for a representative of
SUBOD to come answer questions
about the Rec Center.
SUBOD is the governing body
that will be managing the Rec Center.
Coughlan’s appearance will almost certainly spark some debate.
(inr ()t- !he duties of A S Vice

Fraternity charged with rush week violations
Michael Schneider, IFC president and Sigma Chi member, be.
lieves Monday’s decision may affect tomorrow’s ruling.
"It could go either way." he
said. "But then, it could make
’ern upset, and they may want to
get someone. Now, there’s only
one 1 fraternity i left."

By Nick Gillis

The Inter Fraternity Council
voted Monday to drop charges
against Kappa Sigma fraternity
regarding violations during rush
week.
The vote leaves Sigma Chi as
the only fraternity that will face
the IF("s Judiciary Committee
tomorrow.
Both fraternities were accused of illegally distributing literature at tables in front of the
Spartan Bookstore. The charges
against Kappa Sigma were
dropped because they had permission to pass out the literature
from several rush chairmen, including IF(’ adviser Don Dushane, the assistant dean of student services.
Sigma Chi also had one of its
members accused of posing as a

Michael Schneider
IFC president
formal rushee during rush week,
and could suffer severe penalties
if found guilty.

Schneider said no written
rules have been violated.
Glen Gunter, Theta Chi’s
rush chairman, was appointed by
the 1FC to represent charges
against Sigma Chi during tomorrow’s 4 p.m. hearing in the Student Union’s Montalvo Room.
The IFC’s Judiciary Committee is comprised of one member from each house. Any house
that is charged may not participate in the deliberation process.
Schneider said.

A.S. vice president
President Larry Dougherty is to
chair the A.S. meetings. Dougherty
has launched, "The Committee to
Stop the wRECk.’ a group that is furious with the administration’s
handling of the Rec Center.
Dougherty alleges, among other

things. the SJSU administration has
misused funds and misled students.
"He’s appearing to answer
board members’ questions, and to
really put down my leaflet," Dougherty said.
Coughlan "would like to think
there’s more to it than that.
"I’m just there to answer questions. and give the A.S. an update on
how the Bee Center started a few
years ago. The design is about SO
percent finalized, now we’re working on the financial end."
Dougherty began his petition
drive in order to get the Rec Center
issue on the ballot in time for the
March elections. He will need 300
signatures to qualify the referendum tor the elections.

Some women feel ’stupid’
By Melissa Calvo

IFC to rule on Sigma Chi

’He’s appearing to
answer board members’ questions and
to really put down
the leaflet’
Larry Dougherty

There are women e ho have
the "Stupid disease." says Jill
Steinberg, training director for
Counseling Services.
"Stupid disease" is what
Steinberg calls the state of feeling like you’re stupid and you’re
afraid someone will find out
about it.
She will be counseling a
group of women who show symptoms of the "disease," and has
already written a book on the
subject called, "Climbing the
Ladder of Success in High
heels."
Her findings show these
women are high achievers in
school, work, etc. . . . but they
themselves feel stupid.
"It’s not that these women
are stupid, but they are inexperienced," Steinberg said.
A woman who lacks a certain
skill can feel stupid because of
her lack of experience in that
field.
"I know alot of people who
feel like they’re imposters," said

Steinberg, who once felt this way
about herself. Once a woman
gains the knowledge that she
lacks, she can feel better about
her work and can start to act like
smart people.
Smart people are ones who
"work hard, show their work and
learn to take risks." she said.
This type of insecurity may
eventually lead to physical problems.
"I had serious back problems when I was in graduate
school." Her back problems were
probably caused by the "stupid
disease" and that this psychological problem almost made her
quit school, she said.
"My beliefs are that women
make themselves feel this way
because we are perceived this
The symptoms of a woman
who has this problem are Wu sally, feeling depressed, not
knowing what to do in life, not
being motivated, not being persistent and not feeling smart
Steinberg hopes after receiv-

ing counseling, these women will
change their beliefs in themselves.
So far, this type of group
counseling has not been found in
any of the local colleges. including Stanford and Santa Clara universities.
The counseling group is limited to ten women and is tenta
lively scheduled for 1 to 3 p.m.,
every Wednesday. Steinberg will
he counseling the group with
Susan Montana, a graduate student here at SJSU.
Steinberg, along with Terri
Thames, a counselor at Counseling Services also conducts a couples workshop.
Thames, who also counseled
this type of group at the University of Maryland, said it is for
couples who do not have serious
problems and want to enhance
their communication skills
It is a structured group limited to five couples and will have
an eight -week schedule of twohour sessions per week.
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EDITORIAL

Mid -East policy needed
Last week’s decision by President Reagan to pull the Marines
out of Lebanon and place them offshore clearly signifies the White
House realizes it’s time to re-evaluate U.S. policy in the Middle
East.
The bloodshed and chaos in
Lebanon worsened last week as
Muslims took control of west Beirut while the U.S. fleet pounded
the area from offshore.
While millions of Americans
.
have long held the belief the U.S.
Marines could not control events
in Lebanon, Congress and the
president nevertheless thought
, . peace could be achieved by simply
sticking the military on Lebanese
_soil.
Such a simplistic move
.
seemed dangerous and likely to
fail, yet Congress and Reagan
’ blindly went ahead, ordering the
deployment of Marines to one of
the most volatile countries in the
’ region.
The inability of the Marines to
carry out the objectives outlined
by President Reagan is not only a
total failure, but yet another tragic example of why a foreign policy should be based first and fore:most on diplomacy, not military
..manuevers.
Despite the more than 240
Americans killed, the increase in
fighting, weakening of the Chris-lian Maronite government, outcry
**from the American public and appeals from Congress, Reagan,
until last week, steadfastly held
his position that the Marines
would not leave until peace was
restored.
The president went so far as to
say that Speaker of the House Tip
O’Neill "may be ready to surrender, but I’m not."
Unfortunately, Reagan fails
to realize that the only possessions

the United States has to lose is the
lives of its military personnel.
Reagan’s argument that a
swift withdrawal of U.S. forces
would signal to the world the
United States is not strongly committed to its allies fails to reflect
how the world must see the United
States today.
With Muslim forces in Control
of west Beirut, the options available to the Christian Maronite
government headed by President
Amin Gemayel and to the United
States are decreasing.
There is an apparent willingness to consider removing the
multi-national forces made up of
U.S., French and Italian soldiers
and replacing them with U.N.
forces. Such a move would be welcomed by an American public
which for months has been calling
for U.S. troops to be removed.
In addition, it is likely in a
country where Muslims are the
majority, Gemayel must he willing to give them more power in
parliament if tensions are to be reduced.
Perhaps more importantly,
the substantial forces of Syria and
Israel in Lebanon must be removed. This has long been the
goal of Gemayel, who believes
that Lebanon can never rebuild
with hostile enemies controlling
various sections of the country.
The events in Lebanon clearly
prove settling disputes between
old warring factions should not be
done by either of the two superpowers because the possibility a
regional conflict may rapidly
spread is simply too great. In the
future, U.S. legislators must resist
the temptation to play the world’s
policeman and instead forcefully
push through diplomatic channels
realistic proposals for peace.
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We can even change mom, apple pie
I may be the last of a dying breed, but I
love my country. I don’t love it so extremely
that I can’t recognize its faults which are
many but enough to try and rationalize
about its wrong-doings.

Carl Miller
Staff Writer

No government or constitution is perfect
and most are just the opposite. But America
has one quality that has allowed it to survive
and that’s change.
America changed from a slave state to a
free state. Of course that change was violently opposed and many died, but it took
place.
In 1941, America changed from a nation
determined to stay out of World War 11 10 a
nation which accepted its responsibility.

Many Americans of all races died fighting for
the cause of freedom.
America was forced to face the issue of
civil rights in the ’50s and ’60s. Equal rights
for all was, and still is, opposed. But, progress has been made and will continue.
America has changed in this regard, but not
enough.
America was made to face a war that
Americans didn’t want to fight in the ’60s. To
stop the Vietnam war it took riots, sit-ins,
marches and human suffering, but Americans paid the price.
One way that I can pay my share of the
enormous debt I feel I owe to other Americans who have sacrificed is by trying to help
change America for the better.
It could be hard to be optimistic about
change taking place in a country that
changes slowly, unless you have admiration
for that country. I have admiration for America.
Anyone who claimed that there is racism,
sexism, poverty, violence, deceit and corruption in America would be correct.
But could they name another country
with a population somewhere near 250 million
that doen’t have those problems? On the
other hand. Americans enjoy free speech.

free press, free travel and a strong overall
economy. We’re also not constantly terrorized by political assasinations.
People, like countries, aren’t perfect. But
as people change, so do countries. I believe
that American people are basically good people and thus. America is basically a good
country.
I’ve heard Americans described as the
new Nazis more then once.
And I do believe a good argument could
be asserted that Americans are preoccupied
with military intervention and military buildup.
But, we elect ours leaders by a majority.
And if our leaders are making mistakes, we
are all reponsible because we elect them.
I believe Ronald Reagan has done much
more to hurt this country then help it. But. I
won’t get another opportunity to do anything
about him until it’s time to vote for a new
president. Change might come and it might
not. But, at least in America, we have the opportunity to change.
Americans and America have been getting bad press for a long time. Some of it deserved and some of it not. But that criticism
is one of this countries greatest assets because it indirectly causes change.

EDITOR’S NOTEBOOK

Newspapers, journalists have to retain hard-earned reputations
In recent years. many stories have been told about
the new breed of newsmen known as those "irresponsible journalists."

Ken Leiser
City Editor

Time Magazine devoted many pages to the subjec
in December. The article was filled with seeming atroci
ties brought on by this new breed which sees scandal ev
erywhere especially in government and big business.
Most complaints seem to arise from the way in
which this new breed presents the news. It has been accused time and time again for fabricating the facts in

order to stseue a potential prize -v, inning stoi.
I would tend to answer these accusations by pointing to the policies of most newspapers . Most recognize
their responsibility to the community they serve. Many.
including the Daily, run correction boxes to set the record straight after a factual error has been made.
This policy has the added function of retaining hardearned reputations, for a reporter is only as good as his
sources of information.
But what of the source who says something inaccurate? Or the person who unwittingly puts his job in jeopardy through his comments to the press?
Too often, these people tend to try and save their positions rather than to admit they were wrong to either
their bosses or, more importantly, the public.
This semeste: like most, people have approached
the Daily saying they were misquoted. The one aspect
those few cases had in common was that it was obvious
the person complaining had received pressure from a
superior.
They asked for corrections on the way they had been

quoted in articles that dealt with sensitive issues.
In each case, the reporter showed me notes of the interview and in each case, the quote read verbatim with
what had appeared in the paper.
That was good enough for me.
The policy of the Daily in such a case is we stand by
our reporters unless it can be proven otherwise.
Last semester, a Daily reporter covered a story of a
woman trapped in an elevator. A member of the California State Employees Association claimed the reporter
fabricated a statement which was attributed to her in
the story.
She was quoted as saying that a grievance was
going to be filed so "this sort of thing doesn’t happen
again."
Both the woman and one of her superiors wrote a
letter to the editor which was published criticizing
the article.
Again, the reporter had the quote in his notes.
The Daily later sent a letter of reply to the woman
and a photocopy to 5,151,1 President Gail Fullerton say-

ing it stood behind the reporter.
The woman then wrote another letter to the Daily’s
faculty advisers, making a harsher attack on the credibility of the reporter.
In these cases, it boils down to the reporter’s word
against the informant’s.
Perhaps it is unfortunate that the reporter in such
cases is the one who is usually believed.
But even more unfortunate is when a reporter’s reputation is dragged through the dirt in order for a person
to save face ( or job).
Perhaps this is part of the reason why the new breed
arms itself with tape-recorders, and prefers the personal interview instead of the phone variety.
We dedicate ourselves to a responsible presentation
of the facts, not only because we want to, but because we
have to.
The journalism business is very competitive and the
true test of a reporter does not revolve around how
many prizes he’s collected, but around how well he can
disseminate the facts on a day-to-day basis.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Stop the wRECk committee
i: won’t ’roll over and play dead’
If anything is "futile", "a waste of time", "next to
meaningless’, and "a joke", it is the editorial written
by the Spartan Daily editorial board in the Feb. 13 issue
of the Daily.
Unlike the Daily editorial board, the committee to
stop the "wRECk"is not prepared to roll over and play
dead on the REC issue.
Had whoever wrote that piece contacted us, they
would have known that not only are we aware that the
university administration might try to ignore a vote
against the Rec Center. we anticipate it.
The fact is, if it takes a lawsuit to stop the REC, we
are prepared to initiate one. We believe the grounds already exist.)
Our goals, in addition to stopping the REC include
raising the conciousness of students. It is our contention
most students did not bother to vote on the issue because
they felt either uninformed or unconcerned about the
issue.
If invoked, the 840 REC fee will represent over 10
percent of the total fees charged Out of pure self interest, at least, we would expect a larger turnout (seven
percent of the students approved the REC
In addition to conciousness raising, we hope to also

Gail Fullerton said the majority of items students voted
for will be constructed.

empower persons to take action when they have cause t 11
suspect they are being ripped-off. ( Voting is one form ot
that action)
We believe if four years of education does not produce graduates who are aware of the need to be informed, concerned and involved in issues such as the
REC project, then the University has, in part, failed us.
The blame of course, does not stop there for we also owe
it to ourselves since we will be the ones expected to pay
the increased fee the REC represents.
Larwence I), Dougherty
Social Science
junior

Rec Center not a student issue,

controlled by outside interests
As a member of the committee to stop the wItECk, I
wish to respond to the Daily’s Feb. 8 and Pi Rec Center
articles.
In some ways, both are negligent, and yet, the stories also reveal some of the issues involved.
Both articles falsely pursue as our rallying point,
the deletion of the proposed swimming pool, which is
one of only several arguments. If anything should he
more unstable, ills the $30 per semester fee increase
too much to pay in light of already sky-rocketed fees.
In the Feb. 10 article, the reporter also wrote that

by Berke Breathed
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Actually. REC planners have deleted a majority of
proposed items such as the swimming pool, practice ski
slope, rock climbing wall, golf and batting cages, space
for childcare and student clubs and other features.
What remains of the highly touted but skimpy recreation facility fills less than one-third of the proposed
space. 111,000 square feet will compose the events center. Thus, planners have placed priority on a large area
to book spectator events and recreation now has a back
seat. This shift is out of economic necessity. Enough
high-scoring events will have to be booked to generate
revenue to cover estimated maintenance and operation
costs.
So the Rec Center now is evolving into a business
with profits as its goal and already, before being built,
one can see planners are tossing aside student recreation priorities
Also, talk is now surfacing about selling privelege
cards to faculty, staff an_ alumni to use the REC. This
was not discussed when students first voted on this "student" project. Privelege cards will only further detract
from the student use aspect.
Of course, all these arguments may seem useless in
light of what President Fullerton said in the Feb. 10 article "A student vote will not stop the project and it will
definitely be built."
This is administrative hogwash aimed to convince
students not to vote for a recall, because it will be useless. If President Fullerton wants to stop the Rec Center, she has the power to. Plus construction bidding has
not occurred yet so students can and must halt the project before any real obligations ensue.
Perhaps the most important note the articles reveal, and of course the Feb. 13 editorial, is that each
day, the Rec Center becomes more manipulated by outside interests, not students. Yet students are footing the
bill. If Gail Fullerton and her administrative cohorts believe in upholding student rights, they will respect and
recognize a student recall vote.
Richard Hamirer
Journalism
freshman

Students should make sacrifice
for REC users of the future
would like to comment on William Hoh’s (Feb. 13 ,
views on a university education and the Rec Center.
First, a university’s primary function is to educate
However, that education should not be restricted ti)
classroom instruction alone. An education should he
well-rounded, consisting of academic work as well as
extra -curricular activities. If we all were to take Mr
Hoh’s view on education we would go to class, to
the
library and go home. We would do away with clubs, in
tramural sports, sororities and fraternities because
they would interfere with our "educational goal of earning a degree."
Second, the Rec Center will be a facilitating tool in
rounding out all of our educations. It will provide a place
to keep our bodies, as well as our minds, fit. True, the
Rec Center will cost us an additonal $40 per semester
True, many of us who will pay for it now (myself included) will not reap the benefits. And true, the Rec
Center has been pared down from original plans. But if
the students of SJSU in the late ’605 had been narrowminded and shortsighted, we wouldn’t have the Student
Union today. The students who voted on the Student
Union were faced with a fee increase and the prospect
of not getting to use the Union during their education
and continual cutbacks of what was originally supposed
lobe a six-story building.
Thanks to the foresight of SJSI I students in the ’60s
we now enjoy the privileges of a Student Union. Let’s fol
low their example and show some consideration for ft:
lure genera lions of SJSU students.
Debra L. Petkeviclus
Marketing
.enior

Letters
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature.
major, phone number and class standing The phone number is for verification purposes, and will not be printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bente! Hall, or at the Information center on thefirst floor of the Student Union.
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Naval shelling continues
Reports on Lebanon policy called ’contradictory’
WASHINGTON (API Navy
Secretary John Lehman and the
Pentagon’s top spokesman disagreed yesterday about why the
United States continues to direct
naval !ire into areas around Beirut.
Lehman told reporters at a
breakfast meeting that the shelling was intended to bolster the
embattled Lebanese government
of President Amin Gemayel.
But Michael Burch, an assistant secretary of defense, said
within hours that was not the reason for the firing. He did not spell
out any other reason, however. ’
Lehman said, "There’s very
definitely been a shift in emphasis
to make it clear that we will be
providing supporting fire to the

Lebanese armed forces." The
heavy shelling, he added, "is not
linked to specific fire at the Marines" from enemy positions.
But Burch, at a Pentagon
briefing, said later in the day that
"we’re not providing fire in direct
support of the Lebanese armed
forces."
Told that such a comment contradicted Lehman’s statement,
Burch read part of President Reagan’s statement announcing that
the Marines were withdrawn.
Today’s statements from Lehman and Burch were just the latest in a series of seemingly contradictory reasons given by the
Reagan administration to justify
the shelling

At the White House, spokesman Bob Sims was asked today to
explain the apparent contradiction
between Lehman’s statement and
Speakes’ statement last week. His
answer:
"We continue to support the
government of Lebanon as the
constitutionally
installed representative of all the Lebanese
people."
When reporters pointed out to
Lehman that his comments differed from some of the earlier
public administration justification, he said:
"It’s no secret that the U.S.
government is supporting the Lebanese Armed Forces. That’s our
purpose there."

Jackson invited to Nicaragua
to celebrate Sandinistas’ rise
FORSYTH, Ga. (AP)
The Rev. Jesse Jackson said
Monday he has been invited to Nicaragua to help celebrate the rise to power of the leftist Sandinista regime
there and will decide by the end of the week whether to go.
If he goes, the visit next Tuesday would come one day
after the Iowa caucuses and exactly a week in advance of
the New Hampshire primary, where Jackson is pushing
for a strong showing. Jackson said the invitation came
from the Nicaraguan ambassador to the United States.
Asked if the timing had political overtones, the Democratic presidential candidate said, "I didn’t invite me to
go to Nicaragua and I didn’t set Feb. 21st as the date for
celebration."
Jackson’s campaign got a boost earlier this year
when he traveled to Syria and secured the release of a
U.S. Navy flier who had been downed during a flight over
Syrian positions in Lebanon.
The Sandinista government, which overthrew the
U.S.-backed government of the late rightist President
Anastasio Somoza in July 1979, has said it will announce

on Feb 21 the date for election of a president, vice president and a 90-member legislature charged with writing a
new constitution.
That day is the anniversary of the slaying of Cesar
Augusto Sandino, who fought against U.S. Marines occupying Nicaragua in the 1930s. The Sandinista’s take their
name from Sandino.
The U.S. government supports rebels from the Nica
raguan Democratic Force who are fighting to oust the
Sandinistas, who the United States accuse of helping left
ist guerrillas fighting the U.S.-backed government of El .
Salvador.
"We’re losing both the war and our credibility trying
to overthrow them," Jackson said of the U.S. policy
"There is no moral imperative to overthrow that government. It establishes such a bad precedent."
Asked if a visit would make it appear he was backing
the Sandinista government, Jackson said, "no more than
( Vice President George) Bush going to Russia and linking
him with the communist government."

Old foes of Reagan policy join campaign
all
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LOS ANGELES ( API
Gov. George
Deukmejian and U.S. Sen. Pete Wilson, who
have both had their feuds with President Reagan’s backers in past years, were formally
named California co-chairmen for Reagan’s
re-election campaign Tuesday.
At a joint news conference. Deukmejian
and Wilson. California’s top Republican officeholders, announced details of Reagan’s California campaign, which is budgeted for $800,000, and repeated their support for the former
California governor.

Will) has brought a California perspective to
Washington and made all of us very proud he
is our native son . . California has the prideful role in seeing that he is re-elected," Wilson
said, describing his role in Reagan’s campaign as "a labor of love."
Deukmejian said because of accomplishments such as the nation’s economic recovery, "Ronald Reagan, perhaps more than any
other president in modern history, has earned
a second term."
Although both Deukmejian and Wilson
backed Reagan in 1980, as did nearly all Cali -

"In Ronald Reagan we have someone

fornia Republicans, their appointments put at
the head of the California campaign two men
who were targets of intense political criticism
by Reagan loyalists in past years.
Wilson campaigned for then-President
Ford in 1976 as a conspicuous member of a
Ford "truth squad" which followed Reagan
around the country in GOP primaries to criticize his record as California governor.
One of the most emotional criticisms of
Deukmejian in his campaign for the Republican nomination for governor two years ago
was his neutral stance in the Ford-Reagan
campaign in 1976.

Border Patrol tactics
trigger Stockton protest
STOCKTON (API Marchers carrying lighted can
dles paraded five blocks from St. Mary’s Catholic Church
to Stockton City Hall to protest U.S. Border Patrol tactics
in rounding up illegal aliens.
Police estimated that about 400 people, mostly Hispanics, took part in Monday’s protest which was triggered by the drowning of a Guatemalan national in the
Mokelumne River near Lockeford Jan. 23. The farm
worker, Pedro Jimenez. 25, tried to swim the river to get
away from Border Patrol agents.
The Border Patrol has disclaimed responsibility for
the deaths of Jimenez and 10 others who jumped into rivers and drowned while fleeing agents in the last decade.
The candlelight march was called by Bishop Roger
Mahony of the Stockton Diocese who is asking that agents
carry lifesaving equipment. The Border Patrol has re.
sisted that demand.
"With the Lord’s presence and help, some hearts and
attitudes need to be changed and make sure this 11th
death is the last," Mahony said during a prayer at city
hall

CHIQUE JEWELRY
For all your needs in
Jewelry and Repair

Ion off with SJS ID
620 Town 8s Country Village
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 246-0730

10
to10 40 ID

CHANGE OF PROGRAM DEADLINES

The Workout You Want

Last Day To ADD A Class With No Penalty
February 17

*Racquetball
*Aerobics
* Nautilus Fitness Center
*Volleyball, and More

Last Day To REGISTER LATE
February 17

$4.00 Student Rate
Park Center
Athletic Club
IARKCENTIER
Al 111.F.711C CLUB

355W. Son Fernondo
5 blocks West of Campus
289.1344

The Center is located on the first floor of the Wahlquist Building, South Wing (by the hell)

Good Fri., 8pm-11pm
Sot, 9am-6pm, Sun, 9am-5pm
Special Student Membership Rates

The Admissions And Records Change Of Program Center Location And Hours:

Avadobk.

Show Student Body Cord

No fees will be collected at the Admissions and Records Change -of -Program Center. If you wish to
pay fees, you can do so in the Cashier’s Office, Administration Building, Room 103
ir
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ADVERTISEMENTS COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS & RECORDS.
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Dreary drizzle

Students brave the rain to
get to class Monday. Despite
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Police-trained criminal uses skill
to rob banks and elude officers
JOHANNESBURG, South Attica t Al’
South Africa’s most -wanted criminal is a bra
ten bank robber and master of disguise who
once was a rising star on the police force.
He uses his advanced police training in
armed robbery investigations and undercover work on the other side of the law, leading a gang accused of some 20 bank robberies
that netted more than $400,000 in the past six
months.
While Andre Stander’s daring and high
life on the lam have made him a household
name, the officers trying to nab him are increasingly frustrated.
"We need all the luck we can get," complained one veteran of the search.
And at week’s end, there were reports
that he may already have slipped past them
and into the United States.
Slander. 36, is the son of a retired police
commander.
He rose swiftly in the force, reaching the
rank of captain, when he was arrested in 1980
on charges stemming from 15 bank robberies
and illegal possession of weapons.
Stander’s father, retired Maj. Gen. Frans
Slander, said his son turned to crime after
being overcome by guilt at helping put down
race riots in 1976. "He said what happened
sickened him and he wanted to leave the
force." said the elder Stander.
However, nothing else has emerged to
show politics or racial issues were a factor in
his son’s turn to crime. According to records
from his conviction, the younger Stander had
been strapped for cash.
He pleaded guilty to the charges and was
sentenced to 17 years in prison. Then, last
Aug. 11, he and a habitual car thief overpowered guards while waiting to see a prison therapist and escaped in a police van. Unconfirmed reports had him dining in fancy
restaurants, hiding in black townships, even
sunning on the beach in Mauritius.

Pat Conrad
Tuesday’s sun, Wednesday’s
forecast calls for more rain.

Expert to guard Olympic torch Jailed mother wants to visit
A lot of things could go
SANTA ANA (AP)
wrong during the 10,000-mile 1984 Olympic Torch
Relay and it will be security expert Juro "Bill" Mattman’s job to see the arduous run is completed
smoothly.
Torchbearers running about 6 mph will pass the
flame along the route. Running from New York to Los
Angeles in 82 days, they will trot through densely populated cities as well as open farmlands.
A veteran of the U.S. Secret Service who formed
his security company in 1979, Mattman said safeguarding the torch and bearers will be as risky as
guarding a government dignitary.

secretary for the Los Angeles Olympic Organizing
Committee.
All the flames will be lit in Greece before being
transported to the United States. Levin said. If a flame
is extinguished, it will be relighted by another from the
same source.
The flames are not protected from the elements by
a shield or cover, he said.
Mattman, 46, lists as clients the Saudi royal family, former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and
high-profile executives and diplomats.

"Protection of the torch and runner is not that different than protecting the wife or daughter of the president," he said.

Employing a network of former Secret Service
agents and aided by Telephone Pioneers of America, a
volunteer organization of longtime telephone company
employees. Mattman is confident the flame will pass
safely into the Los Angeles Coliseum July 28 to open
the Summer Games.

A police car will lead the 22-vehicle caravan with
the runners, followed by a pace car and the torchbearer, Mattman said. A security car, a medical emergency vehicle and another police car will follow.
Also in the caravan will be a vehicle with extra
propane-fueled flames in case the flame being carried
is extinguished, said Richard Levin, assistant press

For $3,000, an individual can carry the torch one
kilometer as a "Youth Legacy Torchbearer." The
money will go to programs in the Boys and Girls Clubs
of America and YMCAs in the United States.
About 2.000 people have paid for Youth Legacy kilometers. an LAO0C spokeswoman said. Runners will
he allowed to keep the torches they carry
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six -tooter with bushy
rented tr the at
dark hair.
Neighbors recall the "bachelor businessmen" were gentlemanly and quiet.
The clerk at a video shop remembered
Stander using the alias Mark Jennings
used to hobble in on crutches with both legs in
casts. The clerk said police making a spotcheck for pornographic videos once entered
the shop while Slander was on the way out.
Another time, according to police, patrolmen called at the Lower Houghton hideout to
warn residents of burglaries in the neighborhood. Jennings thanked them.
Some 630 miles to the south in Cape Town,
a man later described as effeminate went
shopping with a colleague for a sailing yacht.
In the space of an afternoon, they bought the
15-ton Lily Rose, ordered it provisioned for a
trip to Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and hired a delivery crew.
A crewman suspected the buyers might
be drug smugglers and told police, who seized
the boat last weekend and said the effeminate
buyer had been Stander in another of his disguises.
Newspapers reported that while paying
for his hideouts and his yacht, Stander opened
accounts at a bank he had robbed, and raised
the possibility that he may have fled to the
United States.
The Sunday Express of Johannesburg
said a South African matching Stander’s description had been arrested in Fort Lauderdale last week on a traffic charge, then was
freed on bail.
All the publicity two and three stories a
led police last
day in some newspapers
week to issue the following statement:
"If anything positive or newsworthy
arises, the media will be informed. The South
African Police are investigating many other
cases and there is not time to research and
answer all the inquiries."

’No months later, an arnica Staudt.’
burst into a prison testing center and freed
another of his jailhouse pals, a schoolteacher turned-armed robber.
Newspapers labeled the three "The
Stander Gang," re-christening them "The
Bank Hoppers" after they were suspected of
knocking off two and three banks in an afternoon. One of those banks was a branch inside the terminal at Johannesburg’s Jan
Smuts International Airport, one of this terror-conscious nation’s more heavily policed
targets.
Investigators admitted Stander’s strongest card was his intimate knowledge of police
operations. He is acquainted with some of the
officers tracking him; he even broke into a
patrol car and stole a sophisticated radio,
ideal for eavesdropping on his pursuers.
The gang is believed to have received
some of its weapons in a robbery of a gun
store, and is suspected in the thefts of several
cars, always expensive ones.
A ploy was to take a salesman on a "testdrive" into the country, then ask him to drive
back, telling him. "The wife is sort of choosy.
I want to see how it rides on the passenger
side." When the salesman stepped out, the
car roared off.
More than once, police have come close.
Before dawn Jan. 30. officers crept
around the swimming pool and tennis court of
a home in the high-priced Johannesburg suburb of Lower Houghton. A few shouts were exchanged before the shooting started, with police lobbing tear-gas grenades and peppering
the house with buckshot.
When they stormed the house, they found
the body of Stander’s August prison-break
companion. Stander and the third fugitive
were away.
Police won’t say how they were tipped to
the hideout. Since then, two other homes in
wealthy neighborhoods were found to be

Man nabbed with stolen pants
REDDING (AP)
A sheriff’s deputy request to "empty your pockets"
turned into a major production for
Brian Haschke
as it would for anyone wearing seven pairs of pants.
"Once in awhile, we get people with
two or three pairs of pants, but never
seven," sheriff’s Sgt. Mike Sietter said.
-It’s a record."
Haschke, who was arrested Saturday after he was stopped for a traffic
violation, told Deputy Ed Pecis he was
bundled up because he was planning a
trip to the snow and wanted to keep
warm.
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But an incredulous Peels, noting
the pants had tags attached from Sears
Roebuck and Co., checked with Sears
at the Mount Shasta Mall in Redding
and learned the pants allegedly had
been stolen from the store that day.
according to police Sgt. Chuck Henry.

MODESTO ( AP) A Stanislaus
County probation board may decide
today whether to release a jailed Modesto woman so she can remain at a Sacramento-area hospital with her critically injured infant.

Sacramento County sheriff’s deputies have arrested Amanda’s uncle,
Randy Rogers, 30, of Rio Linda, for invest igation of endangering her welfare,
The baby and a sister
and brother had been staying with Rogers and his
wife, Sandy, since Ms.
Ford began a 10-month jail
sentence for welfare fraud
Jan. 5. The two women are
sisters.
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Ms. Ford was sentenced for defrauding the county welfare department of $10,424 while on probation for a
previous welfare fraud conviction.

Contact your CPPC staff for
appointment or call collect,
M-Th, 9-1: (415) 452-2900

"A knock-your -socks off,
fantastically frightening
and lusciously gory
monster movie:
LIFE, MACALINE

Ms. Ford said she would be willing
to return to jail after the ordeal with
her daughter is over.

QUALITY KODAK COPIES

Haschke, booked on a warrant
charging him with violating the conditions of his probation, was held yesterday without bail.

A

Lt. Stan Ross, commander of the
Stanislaus women’s facility, said a
three-member board will consider Ms.
Ford’s request today. She also may ask
for modification of her sentence in Su perior Court, he said.

kinkois copies
on our 100’n Cotton Bond or other fine papers.
Binding & Gold Stamping Available.

vt,

Ms. Ford’s other children and the
Rogers’ four children were placed in
foster homes after Amanda was injured.

Helen Marie Ford, 33, received jail
passes Saturday and Monday so she
could visit 18-month-old ’Amanda Ford,
who was severely beaten Friday night.
The child was in a coma, but Ms.
Ford said in an interview Monday she
needed to best Mercy San Juan Hospital to provide "a stimulus."

Henry said police will ask the
Shasta County district attorney to
charge Haschke, 28, of Redding, with
receiving stolen property.
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her beaten infant in hospital
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Break dancer Bill Soliz demonstrates a "crabwalk".
Catortionist-like movements are a major part of break
(lancing.
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BREAKING
into the BIG TIME

"Verona" break dancers, Ramirez, Bautista, Sanchez, and Moreno
practice their show routine at a local elementary school.

he
a
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.1 "Furious street Breaker" head -spins backstage at the civic Light opera’s "T%k

(;entlemen from Verona".

San Jose breakers dance
from city lights to stage
By Angela Stanford
Break dancing is a new form of
dancing that is sweeping the country.
It originated in New York as a
form of street dancing about three or
four years ago.
Break dancing got its name and
inspiration from "breaking," a dance
requiring more than just a little backbone dancers literally spin on their
backs. The dance that evolved from
"breaking" is called break dancing,
said Jackie Douglas, a dance teacher
and choreographer at SJSU.
Now young people everywhere
are spinning on their heads, backs
and hands, and doing things with
their body parts that are amazing to
watch.
But break dancing is not just a
it is a art form
new dance craze
that has been incorporated into music
videos, movies, dance shows and
now, stage productions.
On Jan. 22, San Jose Civic Light
Opera held auditions for local break
dancers to come and show their
breaking talents and try for a group
part in their recent production of
Shakespeare’s "Two Gentlemen of
Verona"
About 60 individuals and groups
auditioned, said Ronn Goswiek, publicist for the Civic Light Opera.
The winner was a group of local
East San Jose youths who call themselves the "Furious Street Breakers".
Leader of the group, Rudy Tellez,
who is nicknamed "Electric Shoes",

said each member started breaking
individually, then formed the group
about a year ago.
The group makes up its own
steps, puts in a lot of practice and is
more organized than most groups, he
said.
Tellez said that the group tried
out for the part in the play because it
was a good opportunity to get some
exposure.
"Maybe there will be an agent in
the audience who would want to put
us in a movie or something" Teller
said.
Besides winning the part in the
play, the group also won a trophy in a
dance contest at their high school
Yerba Beuna - located in East San
Jose, he said.
Break dancing takes a lot of energy, body control and practice,
Tellez said.
Doing push ups helps, he said, because break dancing requires the use
of your hands, and being able to support your own body weight.
The other members of the group
are: Rodino "Kid Knight" Bautista .
Joe "Kid Rocker" Cartagena , Lester
"Breakski" Fayerweather , Bryan
"Kid Craze" Moreno, Moses "Boy
Flash" Ramirez Vincent "Dr. Dynamic" Sanchez and Bill "Mr. Bill"
Soliz .
After an exciting run in "Two
Gentlemen of Verona", which opened
Feb. 10 and plays through Feb. 19, all
are hoping to break their way into
fame and fortune.

Furious
Street
Breakers"
practice a "wave". (left to
right):
Moreno,
Sandie,,
Fayerweather, Tellez, Ramirez, Bautista, Soli, and Cartagena.

Photos
Craig Sailor
Tellez, Moreno and flautists practice a routine minutes before showtime.
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By Joe Roderick
David Barnes came to SJSU five years ago with an
imaginary sign hung around his neck: "I’m the state
champ from Watsonville High. I went 39-2."
Barnes left the sign on as he stepped onto the mat for
the first time as a freshman in 1979. So you think you know
what happened to Barnes? Piece of cake you say. He’ll
have no probelm fending off the challenge of the Spartan
seniors, right?
Wrong. "I got pounded every time I went on the mat,"
says Barnes, the Spartans’ 142-pounder.
Soon enough, Barnes was no longer considered the

Wrestling

Spartan Daily .file photo

Spartan senior David Barnes (insert) isn’t as calm on the wrestling mat as he looks here. Just
ask freshman teammate Anthony Palomino, who tangles with Barnes above.

Hamilton slips; still leads
Scott HamilSARAJEVO ( AP)
ton, heavily favored for an Olympic
figure skating gold medal, stayed
ahead Tuesday despite losing the
men’s short program to Canada’s
Brian Orser.
Ice dancers, led by Jayne Torvill and Christopher Dean. skated
for medals later Tuesday night at
Zetra Arena, with the British couple
expected to win the gold medal.
Jean-Christophe Simond of
France remained second overall behind Hamilton and West German
Rudi Cerne was third. The order
was unchanged from Monday’s
compulsory event.
Brian Boitano, 20, of Sunnyvale.
Calif., skated strongly in the short
program which counts 20 percent
of the total score for a third -place
finish. He moved up from eighth
place after school figures to sixth
overall.

The other U.S. entry. Mark
Cockerell of Los Angeles. was 17th
overall. He finished 17th in the short
program and was 18th after figures.
Hamilton, 25. of Denver, skated
all the required jumps in the twominute short program, but his
camel spin was slow and he lacked
his usual verve.
"The camel wasn’t what I quite
wanted it to be." said the three-time
world champion, who came close to
banging into the corner walls on one
trip around the rink.
His marks ranged from 5.7 to
5.9s from the nine judges. The U.S.
judge gave him 5.9 of a possible 6.0
for both required elements and presentation.
"Every now and then I’ll lose
the short. It’s kind of a test of
nerves..." Hamilton said.
He said he had a poor warmup
and that he had been distracted by

following all the other events at the
Games and didn’t concentrate on
the short program.
"I got on the ice and all of a sudden barn. Olympics. short prorgam, do or die and people are yelling my name. So I started to get
excited," he said.
"So it was calm down. Let’s remember what we’re out here for and
skate a clean short program."
Asked if he can beaten for the
gold. Hamilton’s coach, Don Laws,
said confidently: "No, they won’t
touch him."
"He’d have to be fifth in freeskating and he’s never been below
first" in 15 straight championships,
Laws said.
Orser, who was fifth overall
after finishing seventh in figures,
skated with flair and and impressed
the judges with his presentation.

state champ. The sign had been discarded. Barnes was
simply another body out there. Someone who was used as
a rag doll by the Spartan toughies.
There’s another freshman these days at SJSU. But
the label around his neck is even more prominently displayed. The sign reads: "One-time state champ, one-time
runner-up. A 49-0 record last year."
The seniors, Barnes one of them now, were ready to
bring the kid down to earth. "What’s the name? Anthony
Palomino, you say. State champ, hmmm, sounds interesting. Let’s see what you got kid."
Palomino, the I34-pounder, has stood his ground.
though. No moping up the mats with this guy. He’s fared
better than Barnes did as a freshman. Palomino has even
gotten a few pats on the back.
"Hey, they respect him," Spartan coach T.J. Kerr
says. "He’s won a few meets for us."
This is the tale of two wrestlers, Barnes and Palomino. Both are former high school state champs. Both
have had to adjust to wrestling on the college level. And
both have had to swallow their pride on occasions.
But there are differences. Barnes’ road to respectability has been impeded by many obstacles. State high
school champion didn’t mean much in the eyes of bruisers
named Eddie Baza, a two-time All-American at SJSU,
and John Mittlestead, who qualified for the National AAU
freestyle championships.
Baza and Mittlestead had the credential already
the college credentials. Barnes was simply used as shark
bait every practice. "When I first started wrestling Ed.
he kind of took it easy on me," Barnes says. "But once the
season got started, he was tough as a nail."
Barnes simply was a fill-in then. He’d wrestle a meet
here, a meet there. Never when there was anything on the
line. He went 11-12 that year, and questions were beginning to be asked. "I wondered if it was worth it," Barnes
says. But I’d look around and see everybody else working
hard, and I’d stick it out. I kind of had to stick it out. I was
getting a scholarship because I was a good wrestler. I was
getting a free education."
Barnes was also getting educated on the mat. The
course: Survival 101.
"It was tough," Barnes says. "But I was losing a lot
of one-point matches. If I were losing 10-5 every time I’d
wonder what I was doing out there. But when you’re losing 7-6, you wonder, ’How’d I let him get seven points.
Next time I’ll get the seven and he’ll get six."
Palomino hasn’t suffered as much his freshman year.
But by no means has this been a pleasant season. A 20-11-1
mark isn’t quite as self-satisfying as 49-0.
"It’s been hard," Palomino says. "It’s been a real
head trip. I guess. In high school I didn’t need to be real

strong. I just used my skills. Now you use the same move
you used in high school and it doesn’t work. You can’t just
make a move now. You have to think about it."
There have been lows for Palomino this year that he
has never had to endure before. Take the Cal State
Bakersfield loss earlier this month for instance.
Bakersfield’s Steve Markey had Palomino in a cradle
hold with time running out in the first period.
Palomino thought he would be saved by the bell. Referee Frank Kirby thought otherwise, slamming his hand
on the mat with two seconds left in the period. "I don’t
think my shoulders were down," Palomino say. "I have
never been pinned in my life. When it happened. I couldn’t
believe it."
Friends and high school teammate couldn’t believe it,
either. "People read in the newspaper that Palomino got
pinned against Bakersfield," Kerr says. "They thought it
was a mistake. They thought, ’What happened, did he
slip? Did he get injured?’ They couldn’t conceive of Pala
mino getting pinned."
But pinning is part of the sport. It can happen to anybody, even a senior like Barnes.
Concidentally, Barnes was pinned nearly five minutes after Palomino, by Bakersfield’s Jesse Reyes, who
may be among the top five in the nation.
"I went for the big move," Barnes says. "I just got
caught. III had played if safe, it would have been close.

’It’s been hard. It’s been a real
head trip, I guess. In high school
I didn’t need to be real strong.’
Anthony Palomino
That really hurt the team. I’m one of the guys on the team
that isn’t supposed to get pinned."
There was a time when Barnes’ confidence could fit in
a thimble. Now, it couldn’t be housed in the Empire State
Building. Following a lukewarm freshman year came an
18-8-1 record and the Pacific Coast Athletic Conference
126-pound title in 1980-81.
Barnes was then red-shirted during the 1981-82 season. "They wanted to red-shirt Ed (Elm), but he wanted
to graduate, so they red-shirted me instead," Barnes
says. "That was a very good year for me. That gave me
an extra year to improve."
Barnes went 30-10 last year, winning the PCAA 142pound title, while claiming his opening match at the
NCAA championships. This year, Barnes is 26-5 and won’t
have any problems getting up for the post -season championships.
"I’m looking to place at the nationals," Barnes says.
"I’ve been there before. I know what to expect. I just got
to do it."
It’s not as clear-cut whether Palmino will make the
nationals. "He’s got the potential." Kerr says. "But the
world is full of guys with potential. If he continues to pro-gress, he could easily make it."
But even if Palomino doesn’t qualify, some feel he
shouldn’t hang his head and let it eat at him like a cancer.
"He’s had a great season," Barnes says. Hell, he’s only a
freshman and he’s wrestling for the ninth-ranked team in
the country. When I was a freshman, I was getting the
bleep kick out of me. He’s got nothing to pout about "
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think ’Choose from an entire collection of
TImrs Wed., Thurs. & Fri. 141< Gold ArtDaryed College Rings and
save $25 This offer is for a limited time
only so come in and see all the great
1 0:00 a .M.
6:00 P.m. ArtCaryed styles with the custom options
that can let you have the ring of your
AC’
choice the way you want it
Spartan Bookstore
So graduate in style Graduate to gold,

ARTORYEP
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VasierCaro or esa Accental
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SKI TUNE-UP SPECIAL. ONLY $10.00!
FROM FEB. 22 THRU MAR. 2.
SUPER RENTALS.
GREAT HOURS -10:30 to 5:00 M F.
CONVENIENT ON -CAMPUS LOCATION.

FOR MORE INFO. CALL (408) 277-3033
E T IS NEXT TO THE BAKERY AND ACROSS FROM THE STUDENT UNION
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UNLV tops in PCAA

Spartans to face Broncos

By Monte Poole

By Frank Lopez

After recent PCAA action, one thing is becoming
more and more evident -the real action, as far as the
standings go, is taking place among the third-thrsigh
sixth-place teams.
University of Nevada -Las Vegas and UC-Irvine sit
comfortably atop the PCAA, while UC-Santa Barbara and

Basketball
Pacific lie at the bottom. SJSU rests uneasily, in eighth
place among the PCAA’s 10 teams.
Looking at the PCAA standings from the top, UNLV is
unbeaten (13-0) and may stay that way. UC-Irvine is runner-up, at 10-3, two games above Utah State. And then the
Fun begins.
Utah State is in third place, with an 8-5 PCAA record.
Fresno State and New Mexico State are tied for fourth
place with 7-5 marks. Fullerton State is sixth, at 6-7.
But right below struggling Fullerton State - the Titans have lost six of their last seven games - sits the hottest of the PCAA’s midmost teams.
Cal State-Long Beach has notched two straight momentum -generating victories. First, the 49ers knocked off
New Mexico State Saturday in overtime. It was the first
time this season that an unranked team has beaten the
Aggies at home. UNLV, the only PCAA team to accomplish that feat, had to shoot 72 percent for its win at Las
Cruces. Then, the 49ers followed that win by beating UCSanta Barbara on a last -second shot Monday night.
After going against Utah State Thursday, the 49ers
will invade San Jose Civic Auditorium Saturday to take on
the Spartans.
Recent highlights:
At Santa Barbara:Cal-State Long Beach won its

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance )GALAi will have a
discussion on relationships at 4 p.m. tomorrow in the
S.U. Costanoan Room. For more information contact
Frank or Laura at 277-2047.
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The Student Health Service will conduct free screening tests for Tay-Sachs disease, a deadly hereditary disorder and hold a volunteer meeting at noon tomorrow in
the Health Building room 208. For more information contact Oscar Battle at 277-3622 or 277-2222.
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Santa Barbara Monday when Joedy Gardner made an 18foot jumper at the buzzer for a 66-65 win.
Although Gardner scored 16 points, 6-foot -11 center
Ivan Verberckt led the 49ers in scoring with a career-high
27 points.
At Las (’ruces, N.M.:All five Long Beach starters
scored in double figures as the 49ers toppled the Aggies in
overtime Saturday. 93-89.
Gardner scored 25 points, 17 in the first half, as the
49ers overcame a 13-point deficit by converting 14
straight field goals before the half to gain a five-point
lead.
Verbeckt scored six points in overtime to lead Long
Beach to the victory.
Steve Colter, the PCAA’s second-leading scorer, led
the Aggies in scoring with 26 points.
At lrvine:UC-Irvine’s Ben McDonald canned an 18foot turnaround jumper with one second left as the Anteaters lightened their grip on second place in the PCAA
with a 69-67 win.
With the score tied at 67, UC-Irvine ran the clock all
the way down to three seconds before a pass to McDonald
for his winning shot.
At Stockton:Cal State-Fullerton flew out of the locker
room to score the first 12 points of the game en route to 6749 triumph over winless Pacific.

The SJSU Employee Fitness Program is offering on
campus evaluations and exercise classes. Applications
are now available in the Department of Human Performance. For more information call 277-2954.
The National Honor Society in Psychology ( Psi Chi)
will hold its first meeting at noon today in Dudley Moorhead Hall, room 308. For more information call Cheryl
Cucciare at 269-1572.
The India Student Association will hold a general
meeting at 3:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Almaden Room.
For more information call Asha Butani at 277-8642.
The SJSU College Republicans will hold a meeting
from 8 p.m. to 9 tonight in the S.U. Montalvo Room. For
more information call Paul Mezzetta at 736-2282.
The Women in Business and Economics, Phi Chi
Theta, is holding a wine and cheese social from 5:30 to
6:30p.m. today in Business Classroom 001.
The Student Health Service is holding CPR classes.
You can receive certification from the American Red
Cross. Sign-up today from 8 to 5 p.m. in Health Building

The Spartans’ women’s tennis team plays host
to the University of Santa Clara today at 2 p.m. at
SJSU.
The Spartans head into today’s season opener
with a2-1 record, while the Broncos bring a 1-4 non
conference record into the contest.
SJSU coach Lisa Beritzhoff said the Spartans
probably will not overtake Cal for the conference
crown but they do have a shot at placing in the top
four.
The Spartans, whose lone loss came against
top-ranked Stanford, are led by No. 1 singles player
Rochelle Morrison, who was a finalist at the Cal
State Los Angeles Invitational Tournament earlier
this season. VW No. 2 singles player is Julie I(oe

while Marolyn Morrell, Nichi Allen, Anhdo Espinosa and Lynda Rose are seeded three, four, five
and six, respectively. SJSU’s top doubles team is
Morrison and Julie Rose.
Santa Clara, dropping its first three matches of
the year to Cal State Northridge, Pepperdine and
Loyola. has came back to win its last contest. 9-0
against Sacramanto State.
Susan Molitor, 2-2 on the year, is the No. 1 singles player for Santa Clara. Other singles players
include Kelly Tebo (3-1), Carol Bowers 12-11 and
Arlene Baniel (1-3). Tebo and Baniel also comprise
Santa Clara’s No. 1 doubles team.
After today’s match, 10 more teams visit SJSU
before the Spartans go on the road in the Sacramento State Invitational in late March.

Martin the Spartan

Dean Fortunati

13,1’ AM I
GETONG FAT

Leon Wood scored eight of his game-high 30 points in
the early flurry, which catapulted the Titans toward snapping a six-game losing streak.
At Fresno:UC-Santa Barbara shot an amazing 83 percent in the first half, cooled to 23 percent in the second
half, and hung on to upset Fresno State, 55-50.
Tony Hopkins made four free throws in the final minute to seal the win for the Gauchos.
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room 121. For more information contact Oscar Battle at
277-2222.
The Business/Professional Advertising Association
( B/PAA) is holdings meeting at 6 tonight in the S.U. Almaden Room. For more information call Chuck at 2773171.
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Traffic and Parking Operations is holding a "Transportation Day" from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. today in the Student
Union. For more information call Keith Opalewski at 2773843.
Alpha Phi Omega will hold an informational meeting
at 7 tonight in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more information call Adele at 365-0123.
Pacific Neighbors is offering a Travel Live with Families program. Applications are now available in Dwight
Bentel Hall room 216. Deadline for applications is Feb. 24.
For more information call Don Johnson at 971-8204.

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal

The Semper Fidelis Society will hold a general meet
ing at 7:30 tonight in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more
information call Jim Opilla at 993-1235.
The Asian American Christian Fellowship will hold a
fellowship meeting from 11:30 a.m. tot p.m. tomorrow
in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more information call
Jim or Kel at 277-8851.

WHAT.>
LIP?

The Black Students of English will hold a social from
7 p.m. to 10 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Music : istening
Room. Refreshments will be served. For more ir. ’ormalion call Charles Clinton at 292-7136.

WM*

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHILD DEVELOPMENT Club Meeting
on Wednesday Feb 15th at 3 30
pm in SH 434 Topic ELECTIONS
DENTAL

VISION PLAN Enroll now.
Save money teeth and eyes For
informatoon see A S Office or call

phone 14081371 6811
DON T LOOK ANY Further, BAPTIST
Student Union is for you Evetyone
ie welcome Come loon in a week
(Illy Bible study at 11 30 on Tires
days in the Guadalupe Ron of the
Student Union For details on out
other Bible studies end activities
on campus call Karen at 377
0772
GIVE THE GIFT only you can give to
someone

you love a beturtiful
color portrait by John Paulson Pho
logrephy 448 2388

FOR SALE
COUCH & CHAIR Perfect for student
eat Br tweed loose cushions
575 266 0182 after 4 pm
KELTY INTERNAL frame pack like new
Cost $120 sell for $60 Call 238
7777
STEREO COMPONFT comp Less than
1 mu old Sep cassette player
AM & FM receiver
hentble
Speaker incl Cost $1000 cost
S550 2369809
THRIFT & CONS Store Street Map
Shows 51 locations 5299 to Jot
lies Maps Box 26945 SJ 95159
URGENT SALE, All tiltrotor furnishings
from 3 000 so ft (usury home
Costumed designed sofa & lova
seat $46000 5 piece bedroom
suite 5550 00 8 pee formal din
ing room suite cost 51675 00 Sell
5800 00 811 lighted pecan wall
units
cost
$127500.
.11
3650 00 Coffee & end tables.

HEALTH INSURANCE, Operations and
hospital rooms cost more than you
think For health Insurance to help
Pay soaring hospital sorgical bolls
check with State Farrn Ellen Van
Nortwiclt

Agent

stereo Can help deliver
14081 238 9809
lamps

State Farm Ins

978 7171
MFNS COMPETITIVE ultimate frisbee
team, recruiting for 1984 .ason
Great fun ...roes. Contact Arnie
at 379 8000 to 327
ORIGINS OF LIFE Did life evolve or is
there more scientific evidence for
creation, This is en all important
question that influences your basic
philosophy of hf e For free info
please send to ’tempad self ad
Roe
00000 d envelope to P0
1086 Soquel Ca 95073
SJSU SKI CLUB Alpo. trip Feb 24 25
$75 members. $85 non mem 2
days shiing.Idogong bus fare Pay
by 2 170, call 295 1489
SUBWAY SANDWICHES free drink
wOurchese of small sandwich,
Only w Mr Not good in coniuction
Offer expires
wiany other ad
3 1 84
UNINSURED MOTORIST BEWARE,
New law Automatically lose your
dn., s license Good Student and
non smoker discounts Call for a
quote 280 7426 Auto renters
and life Mane Formica M.o..
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christi. Can
ter Sunday luthern 10 45 am
Catholic 4 00 and 8 00 pm
Prayer group Tuesday at 5 00
pm Please call Campus Ministry
298 0204 for worship counselong
programs end study opportunities
Rev Nate. She. Fr Bob Hayes
Sr Joan Pane. Rev Web Fen
haber

AUTOMOTIVE

AIRLINES HIRING, Stewardesses res
514 539 000
ervationists,
Worldwide, Call for Directory
1 916 944
Newsletter
Guide
44400
A new San Jose PHOTOGRAPHY STU
1310 seeks 0,1,511,’.models for ps
Portrait &
employment W
Figure Group No sperrence nec
For more info call 14081
226 0249 or14081217 3016
BUSINESS Melorsi Immed
ATTN
openings for Jr Mktg Reps $O
T
SIO per hr This is PT lob
career ripply. of S30.000 plus
par yr Contact Mr Taylor at 288
8980. Century Loan Corp
CLERICAL HELP for busy retail store
phones filing. etc Eves & week
ends Cell Kathy 298 7393
CLERK VIDEO STORE Part time
Rocherd 259 6505

Cell

COMPUTER MKT RESEARCH Firm
High Tech market research firm
looking for P T person Dub. in
telephone & library re
chide
search
mg etc

typing

filing

gopher

Good opportirmty fm Per
son willing to learn Flambe hat
sand resume no calls to Gordon
David Software Acct. Int 2685
1320 Mtn
Ste
Marine Way
View Cr, 94043
CRUISESHIPS HIRING, $16 $30 0001
Cambs. Hawaii World Cal lot
1
Goode Directory Newsletter
916 944 4440

77 VW RABBIT
Mint coed

auto at
AM FM
color White good
tires 62250 cell 378 5515

7514011IDA CIVIC CVCC htchbk 4
spd 74 000 moles
gd
tires
Enm vend color Yellow $1650
call 378 5615
72 VW Cooverobie .2500 or
208 ’she cog strong mc
needs top Stake clutch body
Serous mg only 293 5082
tm & weekend*

HELP WANTED

hi,
hot
wk
69

DOMINO’S PIZZA is now Nona full pt
nine delivery people Flee hrs
Most have tee & ins Hrly we.
rips Eerly eves hrs eved Apply
1108 10th St Mon Thies 112
P
Loosing for
STUDENTS,
DRAMA
work’ Hares something you II do
well at Gowan.ed salary 0105 50
noses for phone sales Days n,
overlong, no impatience Cell 354
1777 Mr Collins We went yoo

DRIVER disabled services shuttle Es
cellent driving record responsible
Lift heavy weight $5 hr 84 10
201,, wit 277 3843
EE and COMP SCI grad students for
mint venture developing interav
live yrdeo and office automation
mop Your time is your invest
merit
Leave message Modesto
12091524 1026
FULL OR PART time positions with ne
Pons fastest growing spotting
goods mfg Innovative new con
cept Poo appt call 354 2004

WAITRESS WNTD Monato Sushi Jape
nese cuisine 617N 6th St Phone
9969711
WHSE HELP needed 8 12 30 59
Al. stock help eves and wields
Cleaning person for morn Cell
Greg at 263 9043
57 HR

PLUS BONUS PT telephone
seals Green Thumb Lawn Service
245 4920

5500 per hr SANDWICH MAKER
11 30 a m 2 30 p m
5 days a
week no weekends Sourdough
Eatery 848 N Fits, St San Jose

HOUSING

HELP

WANTED McDONALD s
Pay
well above nun wage all Ms
avail Interviews Mon Fri 3d pm.
Los Gatos 356 3095

J & 0 Engineering seeking cons.oy
onus person for lull time graveyard
position
Study while working
2192 Bering D. S J 95131
MARKETING

SALES

position

OPPORTUNITIES IN ENGN Engineers
FE CS Chem leech Software
omit compilers apple Sr Techs
R&D FS Oa Test vacuum cad
cam moos chip designers Send
resume and cell 971 8333 No
fees not an agency Meech Asso
cones 33 E San Fernando St
301 S J
ORIENTATION LEADERS now tieing re
crutted for August 84 Orientation
Programs on campus Stipend Ap
plocetions available at Student Pro
grams Old Cafeteria
apply tut
Feh 17

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer year rnd
Europe S Arne, Australia Asia
All fields $900 2000 mo Sight
seeing Free info write IJC 00
Coron, Del Met

Ca

REPRESENT THE BEST, Choice Mad
Group spec in Yeomen s health
care has pt opening for campus
rep Minn be creative outgoing
ambitious 1 2d,y wk
hr Call Jen 358 3588

58 50 an

SAT or SUN WORK SS hr salary 4
intervrewers Moot to door) market
ing survey for low cost food co
And set spins for sales dept Must
*flirty rotleltoy people have not
going personality

Call Mr

See

296 4900
SPARTAN FOOD SERVICE catering
277 3163 pt time versatile stu
dent employees wentad for cater
ing Hrs Ikea. Professional ant
tude necessary Esp is p sssss red
hut not required Cont., Robyn or

PERSONALS
free or.
BE LEGALLY ORDAINED
dentists legalize your right to the
title
Reyetend
Write
World
Chnstienship 1618 Sus., Clo
vis. Co 93612
DOES YOUR SOCIAL Life need a lift,
Tired of the same old crowd, Why
not loin SIGMA ALPHA MU hater
Call Ken at 179 9397 Start
yout adventure todaY
LOOKING FOR A Female companion in
form a friendship and to live with a
cerebral pals. men Call Brian
ufterspoi a1296 2308
WANTED

Two fun loving homedos to
spend the Spring with 2 SJSU
greduetes Neonue
good times
Send your applications 10 0,10 and
Steve
P0
Boa 3410
Santa
Clare Ca 95055

YOUR OWN BRAND of Beer All,, per
Interbred label prntd w your name
to your favorite brew Unique gift
idea 6 labels 54 50 Names to 18
spares Picaroon Products Box
1452
Dept
J
Venture
Ca
93002 Or write for free info

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL. Stop shaving wasong
tweezing or using chemical depth
tortes Let ma rmananntly remove
your unwanted hair !chin bikini
tummy mousteche etc I 15 per
cent discount to students and!.
ulty Call before June 1 1984 and
get your lit appt at 1 2 price
’Unwented Hen Diseppears With
Gwen Choke. R E
Mn Care
559 3500 16455 Beacom Aye
C
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow

Compare our rates
CALL LINDA for ptotessional typing
word
processing
S 1 50,page

lography has been doing itist that
for many couples Ptah.s we can
do the same lot you, Please call
John Paulson Photography 448
2388
MOVE THROUGH LIFE with Meth Con
5..01 The Math Institute offers
help in the form of 3 end or 6 hour
intensives Overcoming Math 11.
tete Arithmetic for Adults Beam
Algebra
Geometry
CREST or
ELMS Preparation Group and or
private tutoring available 14081
295 6066

1double spaced pica I noel 10 day
free disk storage Cessette han
script., available Neat Almaden
E pw
& Branham Ln
Guar
anteed gulch return on all papers
Phone 284 4504
TERM PAPERS ’heats Inninn1115 for all
your typing n.ds call Perfect Im
pressions
996 3333
stodent
rates Located
Campbell
INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES is
located right across the street
from SJSU tor your convenience.
We specialize in ;whenas term pa
pets throve moiling labels & rape
olive letters, Call ICS at 292
8461 for an appointment, We
have very cheap rates plus 10%
y sssss first service.
INTELLIGENT TYPING Fulton. typing
eilil,,iqspiu,ie
specializing to
w.irk
familiar with
academic
lomat style roamed, In Mountain
View with easy access Iron, High
ways 280 and 101 Connie &
Klnicl4l1.19b1 0792

RENTAL DIUSM 54 per ht inc chew,
cats & dry mount press Call for
appi 9 5 daily 10 I Set We sum
cult. in clam supplies featurong
Kodak Ilford Onentalauder 1 day
slide process ho Kodak Discount
Camera Sales 451 So 410 St
S J 2759649

$1 50 Inn page
252 6663

CO14081252 4283

TYPING
QUALITY TYPING Service Near SJSU
Term papers resumes and reports
Fast and acrurete Low rates Call
287 8128
SUNNYVALE VALLCO Marcie s tvP
mg IBM &dec.. III Prompt neat
81 25 page
spaced picot 739 0715

spondence and manuscripts win
ner of 1982 San Jo. Regional
Typing Contest Located near San
Jose Flea Markel Looking forward
to working with you Off Ins
8 305 30 M F Available eve &
Minds 1,1 request Call &me 251

cell.t reader and evadable Mon
Thur. from 3 to 7 pm SO SO hr
Cell Mr Spencer at 257 1809
.1ter noon
WAITRESS WANTED part time days
Apply In parson,,, Okay.. Rest
S J

of the some line quality al
prices
Student die
fronts
DRF AMSWEF T
458
9710 798 4163
OVOI,

affordable

SUNNYVALE
idle. gnnlny
tor reports etc Resume
Loud t letters can include address
merging Reech prospective eni
plow s desks effortlessly Conlin
tows hum 101101118(1 quality p.m
SO/VICO

TYPING
ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE
that $ tops
Trust Tony
296
2087 IBM Selectric Available 7
All
work
guaranteed
days weekly
ACCURATE TYPING
Fast depend
Ole conscientious Espertenced

PnVO/11,10,
and various typo
styes evailahe Fast and mecum.
turnernund Floured., your written

thesis re
Pons etc Sunnyvale 736 8910
in

typtny term papers

work w class 14081 245 1049

BUSINESS GOT
YOU DOWN?

Idouble

ADVERTISE
IN THE
SPARTAN
DAILY
277-3171

730 8969

Four
Day
$436
561)6
65 111
SR

Print Your Ad Here

Five
Days
$41.0
51,20
5590
$0 RO

Erich
Extra

Li

IL,,

Dar
5 80
$ 95
SI 10
It 25

AN Imes)

5 9 Lines $40 r

11,h 00

15 PS%

Phone 171 3115

ENGLISH LANGUAGE tutor Ambit end
others welcome. Qualified end as
pone.. Hours end cost Iles
FUTONS carefully handcraft. from 3
8 layers of the finest 100% cot
Ion drearnsweet futons are avail
able in
weedy of Welt and col
Of%
Also heroes
pillows and

WORDSWOF1TH
in
Word Pr. essing

5942

Ad Rates
PAtmnum three Ines on one day

Rates

WO, tr. Fleasonehle
student
Pick op and delivery avail
ehle Call Cindy at 274 5604

sssss

TYPING PAPER DUE, Don I OZ.’
Don I svorty Emergency s am rt,
speciality Call Mrs Ryan for guar
entered proles/boost results APA
Tutehian or any other lortnel

fowled winning photography you
would want to know more ahout ml
woutdn t your En, the Pa.
scorn’ years John Paulson s Ph,,

Sienese.

WORD PROCESSING The ultimate in
professional typing
GlIntentend

TYPING SERVICE Resumes term pa
pars charts graphs Transco
lion too’ Fast accurate student
rates Neat 180 0 Sunnyvale Cali

Inc 408 286 3444

.11,0.5
4 I me.
.nes
h ones
F
ti Anvil? sssssss

and sup., quality 20
minutes west of campus R.eccus
al 241 0503
III &CCU.,

TERM PAPERS THESES RESUMES lot
all your typing needs Call Perfect
Impreressions
996 3333
Stu
dent owes Located in Campbell

LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogr
trepher
it,,. WWII II way you
could have a fantastic time al your
wedding and still get national

Three
Two
Days
Days
91 BO 54 15
$450 14 Rh
55 20 5555
5590 5075
I in nr,

WHEN YOU NEED word processing
You want Memel’ Enterpnse You
get speedy return plus the %fermate

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY et teasona
hle owes You keep the nag/eaves

eccurete

INVITATIONS & CERTIFICATES for all
occasions and all budgets Celli
graphy our specialty For Free Esti
mates Call
Invitations

One
On
53 10
53 80
84 50
31.2(1

double spaced

ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE Pro all
work guatant.d Specializing in
research papers resumes APA
format thesis Isle. CM^ corn,

Ones

Cal John 923 4607

Karen
STUDENT TO ASSIST in teaching read
mg up to 16 hrs wk Must boa,

565N 8th SI

ROOM m 3 BORM House 11250 mo
split util near SJSU. Moon Ionia
Call Oscar at 947 8052

Com

moot skills helpful not nec PT M
P 8 30 4 30
hrs
flex
275
6464 Bill 541,, cot.,

52 CA38
91625

Id F SHARE 4 BDRM house no 2 SJSU
students Quiet wash dry pool
NI Branham KS . $320 rno uttl
icril Larry 448 7179 eves

Al QUALITY prof tyPiog on 113M Se
locum Resumes $5 pg Report.
Si pg flee, campus 28 N 1st
St Room 302 Call Katie 998
2777 912 am 1 4 pm
263
Ouick turnaround
2649 eves

Uri, a Cassihrsion

SOIDDIFCM WWI OROFR
OR LASH

to

SPARTAN DAIL V’ CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose Cololotn% 95192

Cav,

Clistalrellb. hoe. km& ORM
Deadline Iwo des. Prim 0 Publ. anon
rims*, imve punkt atmn dates onlY
No rItinds

uicvancefted ads
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Earth Toys’ rentals, sales drop
By Nick Gillis
SJSU’s own outdoorsman’s utopia is
doing less than an ideal business this season because of the mild conditions in the
Sierra Nevada.
Earth Toys, the Associated Studentssponsored outdoor equipment shop has
seen better years since its opening in 1976
in the basement of the Student Union.
"Last year was excellent." Manager
Mike Ruspil said. "This year, business is
quite a bit slower so far because of the
poor) season."
Because of an unusually sunny period
this winter, ski resorts’ business has
slacked off slightly Consequently, because of subpar conditions, equipment is n
less demand.
Earth Toys employee Elaine Wood agreed with Ruspil’s opinion, but remained
optimistic.
"In rentals, we’re a little down from
last year," she said. "B.ut, it’s nothing to
worry about."
Almost going unnoticed in its location
next to the Spartan Bakery. Earth Toys
has survived for over eight years on campus. Renting ski and camping equipment
to SJSU students and faculty, the shop is

run by six part-time %%orkers, all SJSU students. Open all year, Earth Toys also sells
used equipment and does complete tuneups on ski gear.
Earth Toys started with only 25 sets of
skis for student use. Now. with over 200
downhill skis, and another 50 for crosscountry use, Earth Toys is a success despite a slow start this year.
Although Earth Toys is funded by A.S.
it is practically self-sufficient. All of the
store’s income goes back into salaries,
new equipment and other necessities, Ruspil said.
Even though the shop received $4,000
this year. A.S. funds have been decreasing
annually because of increased shop-generated revenues.
With the shop’s limited advertising,
the employees are mainly responsible for
the steady increase in business. Ruspil
said.
"Unlike the Spartan Bookstore and
Spartan Shops," Ruspil said. "We’re a student -run organization."
All Earth Toys employees are qualified in ski repair and maintenance procedures. Through classroom training,
they’ve all learned techniques to improve

Around
other
campuses

The University of California. Santa Barbara is
forming an Ultimate Frisbee team that will compete
against other Ultimate Frisbee college teams in California. All levels of frisbee players can try out for the
team, since some Ultimate positions don’t require extensive frisbee skills.
Around other Campuses is compiled by staff
writer Jessica Paioff.

reach the summit had been
expected by early Monday.
Corky Cuntz, air traffic controller at the Talkeetna flight service station,
said Uemura was facing
temperatures of 40 degrees
below zero and winds of
about 9 mph
Uemura was carrying
only the essentials on his
S

summit bid, which started
Feb. 1. He planned to sleep
in snow caves and carried
only frozen raw caribou
meat, whale blubber, seal
oil and fruit.
Uemura
has
dogsledded over the North
Pole alone. floated down
the Amazon River on a raft
he built and has scaled the

Vests

44

SIERRA
DESIGNS

many different pieces of sports
gear available for sale or rental.

How to have class between classes.

highest mountains on six of
the seven continents.
The McKinley climb is
training for a climb of Vincen Massif. a 5,140-foot
peak in Antarctica and the
highest peak in the southern polar region. Talkeetna pilot Doug Geeting
said
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"The most entertaining. ... satisfying. ... fun-to-watch
modern dance company on the west coast."
S F Maqazino

AuSTriim: ?,TYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEVER

TANDY BEAL
AND COMPANY
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Parkas

Mic hael McGuire
Ruth
Ellingsen,
international
business major, checks out an
Earth Toys backpack, one of the

Man climbs Mt. McKinley

Advertise
in the

4 Day Sale
February Sales & Clearance
Feb. 17-20

Berkeley
2039 Fourth Street
843-2010
Palo Alto
217 Alma Street
325-3231
San Jose
840 Town and Country Village
249-4890

The University of California. Irvine’s biomedical
laser research program has received a 9400.000 grant
to research, study and develop laser treatments for arteriosclerosis, more commonly known as hardening of
the arteries. Researchers will study how certain lasers
interact with tissue and try to determine which lasers
and what new techniques will be best for "vaporizing"
the plaques that block blood vessels.

REMEMBER

Catering primarily to beginning and
intermediate skiers, Earth Toys also has
equipment for advanced skiers, as well as
tents, sleeping bags and a wide range of
other camping gear. New equipment is
purchased annually to keep rental gear in
good condition, and is always sold after
the second year.
Earth Toys also has brochures on all
major ski resorts in the Sierras, as well as
late ski conditions for major resorts.

SAVE 20%-30% On ALL Sierra Designs first quality
Outdoor wear
Sweaters
30% OFF ALL Sierra Designs sweaters
SPECIAL!
40% OFF Sierra Designs Crew Sweaters
Daypacks
20% OFF Sierra Designs Daypacks
SAVE 30%-60% and more on Seconds. Discontinued
models and colors.
Evelything in the ENTIRE STORE at least 10% OFF

From University of Oregon: A student settled out
of court to eliminate the "D" grade received in a mock
U.S. Senate class two years ago. The student objected
to being graded by fellow students instead of the professor. The settlement also paid $1,300 in legal fees for
the student.

T

busy holiday weekend.
To rent equipment, which is available
on a first come, first served basis, students must present their ID cards and
valid driver’s licenses. For the convenience of others, up to three sets of rentals
may be issued per card.

Sierra Designs

Jackets

From California State University. Hayward: Who
hasn’t been tempted? Vandals here damaged two
parking meters in one week. According to Bob Pitta,
department of public safety parking supervisor. The
vandals had rocked the meter, bra handicapped parking space, back and forth until it finally popped out
concrete anchor and all." The other meter was cut off
the pole with a hacksaw. Pitta said.
Money didn’t seem to be the reason, because neither of the coin boxes were broken into. It will cost the
university $600 to replace the two meters.

ANCHORAGE, Alaska
AP) A Japanese mountain climber speaking by
radio has reported he succeeded in his attempt to
make the first solo winter
ascent of Mount McKinley.
North America’s highest
peak.
Naomi Uemura, who in
1970 was the first solo
climber to conquer McKinley. on Monday told Japanese photographers flying
with Lowell Thomas Jr., a
Talkeetna Air Taxi Inc.
pilot, that he had reached
the summit at 7 p.m. Sunday.
Thomas said that radio
communication with Uemura was poor, but that
the two Japanese photographers said they believed
Uemura had left a Japanese flag on the summit
and was descending the
mountain.
He was not visible to
the
photographers
or
Thomas because of clouds
that veiled the top of the
20,320-foot peak. Uemura
was expected to reach his
base camp at the 7,200-foot
level of the mountain on
Wednesday.
Uemura
had been
spotted at the mountain’s
19,650-foot level late Sunday and an attempt to

pertormatice on the slopes, such as base’
grinding, waxing and edge repair.
With the convenience of rentals right
on campus, most employees are surprised
at students’ reluctance to rent at Earth
Toys. Employee Ruth Ellingsen believes
that if more students were aware of the
shop, business would increase tremendously.
"We try to do promotions at the beginning and end of each season," Ellingsen
said. "Lots of the equipment we sell is
barely used.. and in excellent condition."
With weekend rates at $14 for a full ski
set, Earth Toys prices run lower than
most competitors in the area. There is a
two-day minimum for most equipment.
With the intermittent rains during the
past week, employees look forward to a

Saturday, Feb 18th. 8:00 p.m.
Morris Dailey Auditorium, Students - $4.00,
General - $5.00. Tickets at Bass Ticket Outlets, San
Jose Box Office Info - 277-2807

San Jose State University
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of Cate Vienna. It’s a light and cinIndulge yourself in a warm cup
namony touch of class. And just one of five deliciously different tlavor,
from General Food?
International Coffees.
GENERAL FOODS INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR
Available at: Spartan Bookstore
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